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Identifying communities in complex networks has long
been a topic of interest and significance [1]. With aca-
demic citation networks in mind, structures within drive
the mechanisms behind the creation and transfer of
knowledge in and across scientific fields [2]. Many such
networks come with node attributes inferred from the
data which affect the structure of the networks. This
thus motivates the question of how such information
about the known attributes can be used to uncover meso-
scopic structures, e.g., communities, that are not only
explained by the known attributes but also the hidden
ones.

Publication times of scientific papers induce a block
structure on the network where a paper only cites papers
that precede it. Recovering structures due to this tempo-
ral attribute of the scientific papers does not, however,
pose much of an interesting question. Rather, a more
salient question would be whether we can factor out the
effect of the publication times to reveal structures that
are driven by other hidden node attributes, e.g. field of
research or authors’ academic cooperation [3]. Many ex-
isting modularity-based community detection methods
either do not address this [4], or make implicit or explicit
assumptions about how blocks are connected, e.g. that
the probability of an edge decays exponentially with the
time difference between two nodes [5]. These assump-
tions are reflected in the choice of the null model.

We propose a modularity and its associated block-
corrected null model for detecting communities in net-
works with any form of a priori known block structure.
The probability of an edge from node i to node j under

block-corrected null model is Pij =
kout
i kin

j
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ti denotes the block of node i, kini and kouti the in- and
out-degree of node i, K in

ti and Kout
ti the sum of in- and

out-degrees of all nodes in block ti, and Ls,t the number
of out-going edges from block s to t. The block-corrected
model preserves both the in- and out-degree distribu-
tion of nodes as well as the edge density between every
pair of blocks. The temporal block model inherent to
academic citation networks can thus be captured seam-
lessly through Ls,t directly translating into the number
of edges from temporal block s to t. Here, two nodes are
considered part of the same temporal block if they are
published on the same day, with temporal blocks ordered
by time.

Previous works have studied how attention to scientific
publications decays in terms of the number of citations
in citation networks, positing that an exponential tem-
poral distribution of edges is preferred over a power law,
while noting that power law decays better describe the
citation patterns of more recent publication [6]. We ob-
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Figure 1: Distribution of temporal edge-lengths in years
for citation networks of (a) Physics and Astronomy
and (b) Computer Science subfields in the OpenAlex
database. Earlier citations include references made by
papers published before the year 2000. Recent citations
include references spanning 9 years 2015–2024. An ex-
ponential is fitted to the earlier citations distributions
and a power law to the tail of the recent citations dis-
tributions. Fitted curve parameters are (a) β = 63.42,
γ = −1.6, α = 4.8×10−4 and (b) β = 5.0×103, γ = −1.9,
α = 5.9 × 10−4. Probability distribution of recent cita-
tions as a function of ∆t has a clear heavier tail compared
to that of the earlier citations.

serve a similar case when analysing citation networks of
fields of Physics and Computer Science in the OpenAlex
database [7] in Fig. 1. The distribution of temporal edge
lengths in both of the networks seems to be better fit-
ted by an exponential distribution for earlier publica-
tions, whereas for more recent publications, published in
the past roughly 10 years (2015-2024), the distribution is
more suitably fitted by a power law decay. This makes an
implicit assumption of exponential decay in layer connec-
tivity less suitable for analysing citation networks with
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more recent data.
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Figure 2: Schematic of a network model with two planted
communities and a temporal structure where only nodes
in adjacent blocks are connected. In addition, there are
long links from the last block to the first.
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Figure 3: Difference between modularity values for the
candidate partitions of the first and last 1⁄4 of tempo-
ral blocks in one community and the rest 1⁄2 in another,
and that of the true partition over an ensemble of ran-
dom networks with varying average in-group degrees. All
generated networks have Tmax = 12 temporal blocks and
N = 100 nodes per block. Qtrue > Qcp indicates that
a modularity prefers the true partition to the erroneous
candidate partition.

To assess how a null model handles networks with a
non-negligible number of long links, we first construct a
temporal network model illustrated in Fig 2. The exam-
ple synthetic network has two planted (horizontal) com-
munities we aim to detect, and a priori known (vertical)
temporal blocks. Nodes in temporally adjacent blocks
are connected with a higher probability for those in the
same community. Additionally, nodes in the first and
last blocks are connected with lower probability. This
synthetic network model exemplifies an exaggerated ex-
ample of a heavy-tail distribution of edge lengths, with
many short edges between adjacent temporal blocks, and
a handful of very long ones. For each of the three mod-
ularities, we compare the modularity value of the true
planted partition Qtrue to that of an erroneous candi-
date partitioning Qcp, in which the first and last quarter

of all nodes in the temporally ordered network are in one
community and the rest in another.

For realisations of the described generative model
above we compare our block-corrected modularity with
those of the regular directed [4] and DAG [5]. Our re-
sults in Fig. 3 show that for this synthetic network model,
the block-corrected null model proves to be impervious
to the erroneous candidate partitioning (Qtrue > Qcp).
It correctly deems the ground-truth horizontal partition
preferable, even in networks whose ground-truth com-
munities are only slightly distinguishable. The other
two null models, however, erroneously prefer the in-
correct partitioning over the ground-truth communi-
ties, even more so in networks whose true communi-
ties are not abundantly distinct from each other, i.e.,
as 〈king〉 − 〈koutg〉 approaches zero.
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Figure 4: Adjusted Rand scores between discovered com-
munities and the true partitions for an ensemble of syn-
thetic networks with two planted communities. A score
of 0 indicates the performance is no better than random
chance. The synthetic networks are generated with a
fixed number of nodes (N = 200) per temporal block
(Tmax = 200). Each node has an in-group degree
〈king〉 = 8 and out-group degree 〈koutg〉 = 4. Edges
probabilities decrease as P (∆t) ∝ ∆tγ . All three mod-
els are coded to find exactly two communities. Error
bars show 95% confidence interval. Our proposed block-
corrected method (blue) remains consistent across the
range of exponents while the performance of the DAG
null model (orange) sharply drops below a certain thresh-
old for γ. The regular directed modularity (green) fails
to capture the planted community structure.

A synthetic network model where the temporal edge
lengths follow a smoother probability distribution em-
bodies a more realistic setting, similar to one observed
in real-world data in Fig. 1. For this reason, we construct
a second generative network model to understand the be-
haviour of the three null models. This generative model
is a random directed acyclic graph (DAG) model with
time stamps where the temporal edge lengths distribu-
tion resembles a heavy-tailed power law. We then draw
an ensemble of such temporal networks with two suffi-
ciently distinguishable planted communities and a fixed
number of temporal blocks. The quality of a partition is
quantified by the adjusted Rand score between that and
the true partition. A score of 0 represents performance
no better than random labelling of nodes and 1 is a com-
plete match between the candidate partitioning and the
true one. Figure 4 illustrates as the edge length distri-
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bution tail becomes heavier, that is, as the magnitude
of the exponents becomes smaller, the block-corrected
retains its ability to distinguish the ground-truth com-
munities, whereas a sharp drop is observed in the case of
the DAG modularity. The directed regular modularity
fails to capture the temporal citation patterns in the net-
works altogether, and its adjusted Rand score remains at
zero across all exponents.

Publications in the OpenAlex database are accompa-
nied by their scientific fields, with different levels of gran-
ularity, ranging from topic and sub-field to scientific do-
main, as well as information about publication venues,
author affiliations, and funding sources. Such abundant
and varied types of metadata provide an opportunity
to study whether temporally invariant communities in-
duced by them can be recovered, discounting the known
temporal patterns in the citation networks.

Conclusion. Observations from scientific citation
datasets signify a change in citing pattern moving from
an exponential distribution of time differences of citation
edges to a more heavy-tailed distribution. This necessi-
tates a re-evaluation of community detection methods
for their usability in the domain of citation networks. In
this work, we studied the shortcomings of some of the
existing modularity-based approaches when faced with
heavy-tailed synthetic citation networks. We then pro-
posed a block-oriented modularity, which is more gener-
alisable to arbitrary distributions of temporal connectiv-
ity without compromising scalability or computational
efficiency. This opens up an avenue for researchers to-
ward a more reliable use of modularity-based commu-
nity detection methods on more recent citation network
datasets.
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